Leading sires well represented at the Osarus La Teste Breeze Up sale

The catalogue for the Osarus Breeze up, which will take place on **Wednesday 10 and Thursday 11 April 2019** at La Teste racecourse, can be viewed online at www.osarus.com. **93 lots have been catalogued** for the sale, of which 83 are eligible for owners’ premiums in France.

For the first time this year, the breeze will take place on **Wednesday 10 April from 2.30 pm** and can be viewed live at www.france-sire.com. Individual videos will also be available after the breeze at www.osarus.com.

64 sires are represented including proven sires NATHANIEL, SIYOUJNI, LE HAVRE, DANSILI, CAMELOT, WOOTTON BASSETT, CHAMPS ELYSEES, KENDARGENT, ANODIN, BATED BREATH, DREAM AHEAD, ELUSIVE CITY, LAWMAN, KHELEYF, MAKFI, DABIRSIM, MASTERCRAFTSMAN, MONTMARTRE and POWER as well as young sires GARSWOOD, SEA THE MOON and SWISS SPIRIT. First season sires are also well represented in the catalogue such as ANJAAL, FULBRIGHT, GUTAIFAN, HALLOWED CROWN, HUNTER’S LIGHT, KINGSTON HILL, PRINCE GIBRALTAR and SIDESTEP.

The largest consignment will come from Ecurie Yann Creff, with 12 lots, including:

- **Lot 7**, a filly by **Epaulette**, half-sister to **Folk Opera** (5 wins, EP Taylor S. Gr.1, Prix Jean Romanet Gr.2),
- **Lot 41**, a colt by **Le Havre** out of the Listed placed mare **Changeable** (Dansili),
- **Lot 91**, a filly by **Vale Of York** out of the Listed placed mare **Reech Band** (Choisir).

Ecurie la Frenée will consign 8 lots:

- **Lot 61**, a colt by **Makfi** out of Guerande (half-sister to Giofra (Falmouth S. Gr.1)), half-brother to **Hyper Hyper** (winner at 2, 2nd Critérium de Vitesse L.),
- **Lot 93**, a filly by **Nathaniel** out of the Listed placed mare **Rime A Rien**.

Haras de Saint Arnoult will also offer 8 lots, including:

- **Lot 48**, a filly by **Swiss Spirit** out of **Crystal Curling** (winner at 2, 3rd Cheshire Oaks S. L.),
- **Lot 49**, a filly by **Sea The Moon** out of Desdemona (Compton Place).

Pascal Beyer will offer 8 lots, including:

- **Lot 26**, a colt by **Anodin** out of the Listed placed mare **Alberta**,
- **Lot 45**, a colt by **Dansili** out of Could It Be (full sister to Prix Marcel Boussac Gr.1 winners Ballydoyle and Misty For Me).

7 lots will be offred by Ecurie Prevost-Baratte, of which:

- **Lot 2**, a filly by **Siyouni** out of **Sage Melody** (3rd Prix du Bois Gr.3),
- **Lot 3**, a colt by **Anodin** out of Sheema (Teofilo), half-brother to Tremont (4 vict. à 2 et 3 ans),
- **Lot 85**, a colt by **Siyouni** out of **Mythical Border** (3rd Flying Childers S. Gr.2).

Ecurie du Petit Enjoie will consign 7 lots, including:

- **Lot 69**, a colt by **Montmartre**, half-brother to Man Of Cairo (winner at 2 and recent winner of the Prix Sky Lawyer at Cagnes sur Mer).
5 lots will be offered by HDG Consignment:

- Lot 25, a colt by Siyouni out of a half-sister to Morandi (Critérium de Saint Cloud Gr.1, 2nd Prix du Jockey Club Gr.1).
- Lot 44, a filly by Lawman out of Coimbra (2 wins at 2, Critérium de l'Ouest L.), half-sister to Estoril City (6 wins, 2nd Prix Montenica L.) and Insciaveghen (9 wins, 2nd Premio Pisa L).

Haras des Rouges Terres will be represented by 5 lots including:

- Lot 36, a colt by Mastercraftsman out of Blessed Luck (Premio Dormello Gr.3),
- Lot 83, a colt by Dream Ahead out of a half-sister by Siyouni to Natagora (1000 Guineas Gr.1, Cheveley Park S. Gr.1).

M.C. Thoroughbreds will be sending over 5 lots including:

- Lot 57, a colt by Mustajeeb out of Ghaidaa (3rd Rosemary H. S. L.), half-brother to 5 winners,
- Lot 88, a filly by Fulbright, half-sister to 4 winners (three winners at 2 including Dainty Dandy (3rd Princess Margaret S. Gr.3)).

Haras du Saubous, who has been leading vendor at the sale since 2015, will consign 3 lots:

- Lot 42, une fille d'Anodin et Ciao My Love, half-sister to Hello My Love (4 wins, 2nd Prix Daniel Wildenstein Gr.2, and €206,510),
- Lot 80, a colt by Anodin out of a full-sister to Mister Hughie (5 wins, B'ley Bullet S., L.),
- Lot 87, a colt by Lawman out of Panja (Dalakhani), grandson of Peace Royale (5 wins, Schwarzgold Rennen Gr.3).

3 lots will also be consigned by Hyde Park Stud, who will be offering two-year-olds for the first time at La Teste, including:

- Lot 68, a colt by Morpheus and Intellibet One (3 wins at 2 and 3), half-brother to 5 winners,
- Lot 77, a colt by Lawman, closely related to Novellist (Grand Prix de Saint Cloud Gr.1).

Haras de la Barelière will consign 4 lots including Lot 76, a colt by Trajano and Madinella (Anabaa), half-brother to Tregua (2 wins at 3 in Spain, 2nd GP Memorial Duque de Toledo L).

Greenhills farm will also be present at La Teste, with Lot 40, a colt by Sidestep out of a half-sister to African Skies (winner at 2, P'cress Margaret S. Gr.3).

2018 La Teste Breeze up sale graduates produced good results on the track with the like of Golconda, winner of 2 races at 2 and placed second in the Listed Prix Saraca ; Joe Français, unbeaten in France at 2 ; Gritti, winner of 2 races including the Class 2 Prix de Porquerolles at Cagnes sur Mer last weekend, or Veronesi who won at Cagnes sur Mer last month ; not forgetting good performers from previous editions such as Group 3 Qatar Oaks winner and Group 2 Prix de Pomone placed MANGO TANGO ; CHIVERNY winner of 11 races including the 95th Grand Prix de Bordeaux L., or CAPIVARI winner of 5 races over jumps including the Group 1 Prix Renaud du Vivier.

Breeze : 2.30pm, Wednesday 10 April 2019
Sale : 12.30pm Thursday 11 April 2019

View the catalogue online at www.osarus.com and on the Equineline App.
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